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The Barnes Foundation’s  
Art of Math Challenge 2022
Students use math strategies to design and build a 3-D scale model of a painting. They  
collaborate as a group to build the model and write a description of their mathematical 
process. The competition culminates with a display of all submitted models at the Barnes’s 
art-and-math–themed PECO Free First Sunday Family Day on March 6, 2022. During the event, 
student groups will be interviewed about their artwork and statement.

Each student group must provide
• A 3-D scale model of one of the three paintings pictured on the following page, created 

using student-led math strategies.

• A written statement describing the math strategies used to make the model.

• A photograph of the model taken from the best viewer perspective.

Important dates:
• October 14, 2021, 4:30–6:30 pm: Teacher Workshop: Part 1

• January 31, 2022: Deadline to Register for Challenge

• February 21, 2022: Submission Due Date

• March 6, 2022: Model Display and Competition at PECO Free First Sunday Family Day 

• March 10, 2022, 4:30–6:30 pm: Teacher Workshop: Part 2
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FAQ
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE ART OF MATH CHALLENGE? 
Any K–12 student group can participate. Groups may have five to 30 students, and those students 
should be in the same grade, when possible, as judging will be done in grade bands. Each school 
can submit up to ten groups. Contact Jennifer Brehm at jbrehm@barnesfoundation.org for more 
information.

WHAT IS PECO FREE FIRST SUNDAY FAMILY DAY? 
The Barnes offers free admission and family programming on the first Sunday of every month. 
On March 6, 2022, the Barnes will host a STEAM-themed (science, technology, engineering, art, 
math) family day, with hands-on activities and demonstrations, including a display of Art of Math 
Challenge submissions. 

WHAT IS A “SCALE MODEL”? 
A scale model is a representation or copy of an object that is proportionally larger or smaller than 
the original item. Students will use math to create a diorama-style 3-D scale model of the objects 
and space depicted in a painting. There is no “right” scale to use, and students will encounter many 
choices in how they interpret the painting. Remember that artists manipulate the objects and 
space in paintings to look 3-D on a 2-D canvas, so encourage your students to think creatively about 
how they can apply math to make their model look as true to life as possible.

Art of Math Challenge (continued)

Use one of the following images (left to right):

Canaletto. Grand Canal: San Geremia and the Entrance to the Cannaregio, mid-18th century. Oil on canvas. BF831

William Glackens. Race Track, 1908–1909. Oil on canvas. BF138

Qiu Ying. Seated Girl on Porch, late-19th century. Chinese black ink and heavily applied pigments on silk. BF2512
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WHAT SHOULD BE IN THE WRITTEN STATEMENT? 
The statement is a critical element for the judges to assess how students used math to create their 
model. Students should explain their thinking using math language appropriate to their grade level 
and include specific numerical or formulaic examples. Entries are judged on students’ explanation 
of their investigation and process, not on the complexity of the math. The best entries will show a 
clear connection between the model and the math strategy detailed in the statement. A thorough 
explanation will be at least 250 words. If your students are not developmentally able to write a 
statement, you may transcribe their verbal description and document their process in photos. 

WHAT IS “STUDENT-LED MATH”? 
The math strategy and process in this challenge should be student-led, not teacher-led. This means 
that the students should evaluate the problem and decide on an approach to solve it without 
the teacher directing what kind of math to use. This encourages creative problem-solving and 
reinforces the idea that there are often multiple ways to solve a problem in both math and art. 
Depending on the students’ age and math proficiency, solutions may be more or less precise. 
Students are not judged on their math skills but on how they demonstrate their solution in their 
model and explain their strategy in the written statement. Many math models—from addition and 
subtraction to ratios and proportion—can be successful, as long as students can argue why that 
method accomplished their goal. 

HOW IS THE COMPETITION JUDGED? 
There are two awards: one for creative math strategy and one for artistic design. The creative math 
strategy contest is judged in grade bands by Barnes education staff and math experts; it is based 
on the written statement of the students’ math strategy, the use of that strategy in the model, and 
an interview with students about their math process on the day of the event. The artistic design 
contest is decided on the day of the event by votes from Barnes visitors.

Art of Math Challenge (continued)


